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Estimators of Covariances in Time Series Models 
Y.P. Chaubey, Department of Mathematics, Concordia University, Montreal, 
f?Q. H4h I R6. Canada 
In th:!s paper some alternative estimators to those;: alre;ldy existing in the literature 
for covarirrnces are suggested. Some properties 
gatcd. 
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of these estimators are also investi- 
Regression Mndcls with Dependent 
Madras, kfadras, India 
In this iP;f!\er, we iitc ::iPncerned with the estkmation of ihe parameters of the model: 
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v.hcre~i;c I ), g,l i 5 a?: known real valued functions of d, satisf’ying some requirements. 
‘l-hi\ paper formulates a problem of linear equivalence of two stochastic processes. 
The nei-‘~~~y and suffcient conditions for this equivalence are given in terms c;f 
c orrclation lun&ontb of the processes. These conditions reduce to the reformulation 
01‘ thy ~:zx~itions for the equivalence of two Gaussian measures corresponding to 
: hta \;:_gJt C6:rrelation functions. using the notion of innovation processes. 
